Condo Adviser Webinar
EV Charging stations
(October 6, 2021)
CHAT BETWEEN PARTICIPANTS
C.L.:

Burlington ON

J.M.:

Hi from Richmond Hill.

E-CCC 106:

CCC 106 Ottawa

K.F.:

Hi everyone, 👋

B.C.:

Hello from Ottawa

B.M.:

From Savage Harbour, PEI

O.D.:

Hello from Burlington

S.:

Hello from Ottawa

K.F.:

TSCC 2457 Toronto

K.S.:

Hello from Midland

J.D.:

Pickering, ON

A.A.:

Hello from Toronto

M.M.:

Hello from Ottawa.

T.B.:

hello from Burlington

T.F.:

hello from Schomberg YRSCC 1257
The chat discussion reproduced herein took place between the participants to the above
noted webinar. It is being reproduced here for convenience purpose only and at the request
of those who participated. For privacy reasons, we are only using the initials of those having
participated in the chat (except for comments posted by panelists).
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Gowling WLG has not vetted these exchanges. It does not necessarily approve, endorse or
agree with the comments, opinion or information found herein. The chat herein does not
constitute advice, legal or otherwise, and should only be used as general information.
Readers should not rely on information found herein but should seek professional advice
tailored to their specific needs and circumstances. The exchanges herein does not create a
solicitor/client relationship of any kind.

E.:

Toronto

P.C.:

Hi from Burlington, also!

E.H.:

Hi from Mississauga

Wayne:

Hi from Windsor

Rodrigue Escayola:

Hi everyone! Thanks for joining!

P.M.:

Hi from Stouffville

P.:

Hello from Ottawa

J.D.:

does this O. Reg apply to new builds or existing condos with upgrade

E.B.:

So the Board can make the decision under OPTION 1? What if the
owners decide that it's a material change to the common elements? Can't
they force a vote on the issue (i.e. a requisitioned meeting.)?

E.T.:

Is this a simple majority vote? 50% of owners if cost is more than 10% of
budget

David Plotkin:

Yes, would be a regular owner requisitioned meeting and regular majority
vote

David Plotkin:

(of course meeting would need requisite quorum to start with)

E.B.:

But what about the under 10% option where the Board decides it’s not a
material change? What if the owners think it is? Can they requisition a
meeting?

David Plotkin:

Owners can always requisition a meeting, but wouldn't have the remedy
to block the board's decision in this instance

David Plotkin:

meeting would be for discussion purposes

E.B.:

That section of the Condo Act needs to be amended then to allow for the
owners to 'overrule' the Board when the Board decides something isn't
'material.'

F.:

If Corporation moves forward with installation will it be a a Reserve or
Operating budget item

E.T.:

How many vehicles can be connected to a smart charger?

P.:

If installing charging stations in visitor parking, are condos allowed to
request payment on the spot from the visitor (ex: credit card payment)?
Or do we have to absorb that energy into our common utility bill?
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E.B.:

Paulina, the cost would be paid by the visitor or resident.

S.:

for personal parking spaces, if we adopt smart chargers, who is
responsible for maintaining (or upgrading) the charging stations after the
initial installation? Same goes for repair

F.M.:

In unitized parking, could the meter go to individual unit meters instead of
the corporation meter?

Michele:

If the condo has 322 units would you recommend level 2 or level 3
charging stations

P.:

How new is the smart charging tech? Our condo corp. installed charging
station infrastructure a few years ago. I wonder if we got it then.

E.T.:

4 chargers can be connected to one 40 amp breaker?

E.T.:

4 cars being charged at same time, how much mileage does this give for
each car over 8 hours?

E.H.L.:

How do condos take into account the trend away from private ownership
of vehicles?

M.:

We have no electricity in out outdoor lot. Does this mean we have a very
high cost? We could do our visitors but we would need to ask the city to
waive our visitor parking requirements. Thoughts?

E.H.L.:

If the hardware is costly, why not install one charger for two or more
parking spots?

J.D.:

if you're using a smart system/load management what level of charger do
you need?

K.N.:

is there any possibility of "connecting" your RFID card to your hydro meter
(assuming you live in the building) - so that the charges show up on your
hydro bill - which would save some management time billing and
processing payments

S.:

My biggest concern is maintenance. If you can elaborate on this for next
sessions, it would be greatly appreciated

E.T.:

So 30 km per hour charge would give 4 cars 60 km over 8 hours. Correct?

E.:

Questions in Q & A

P.H.:

What if an owner wants to bring their own charger?

S.A.:

Do most buildings start with just visitor parking spots?
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J.D.:

I'm not one of the experts Sheila, but we are building some condos and
are only offering EV spots for the owner units and not in the visitor

E.T.:

Tricia, we now have only 4 EV installed. Should we let the insurance
company know?

Tricia Baratta:

@Emilio - Yes. In writing to your broker with the approx. replacement cost
of the stations.

P.:

Can reserve funds be used for installing new chargers, or just for
maintenance?

T.F.:

when do we give owners the 60 day notice? At readiness stage or first
charging station?

A.A.:

If the condo complex doesn't have the space or the structural/electrical
ability to support EV stations, where accommodating EVs may be cost
prohibitive. Will there be exemptions?

S.:

Just a note: For trickle charging 110v, keep in mind that if you plug 2 x
J1772 chargers, each one would draw close to 12A … If both cars are
using the same breaker, chances are the breaker will be tripped

PA.:

Can someone speak to how this works in the case of attached
townhouses with attached garages. I assume it is simply up to each
owner to install their own in their garage?

J.D.:

Pat, that depends on a few things, are the THs freehold or condo? And if
individual electrical panel or shared and need to confirm if it can handle
what level, but recommend the level 2

J.D.:

yeah sheesh guys lol

PA.:

They are Condos and each has own panel. Would a Section 98 be
needed if it is in their own garage?

P.:

Do we need to require proof of vaccination to use a condo gym?

E.T.:

As usual the government sends out communication as clear as mud.

R.W.:

Thank you from Collingwood

J.D.:

probably don't need section 98 since that private garage isn't part of the
common elements

J.D.:

Pat is the garage part of the unit or common element?

Pam:

We do require them for people using guest suites, since the people
staying there are not typically residents of the building
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PA.:

Unit.

J.D.:

so should be fine, section 98 typically relates to alterations to common
element areas, but would consider speaking with a professional before
doing anything

David Plotkin:

It's like the Weekend Update. But for COVID.

J.D.:

darn my Q&A question was pretty straight forward was hoping for an
answer

L.D.:

What about a large property with 400 parking spots including visitors

A.A.:

Thank you!

R.W.:

Thanks again from Collingwood

T.F.:

we had good work done by Signature Electric in Toronto. They also have
videos on YouTube

K.F.:

It's very helpful. Thanks to all panelist

Pam:

Thank you

J.D.:

thanks guys, good session, definitely should've budgeted 1.5hours

P.:

Thank you! That was great

S.A.:

Thanks so much

Graeme Macpherson:

Thanks very much everyone!

P.C.:

Thanks to all! :)

A.T.:

Thank You!

P.:

Future sessions should come with a draw for a Tesla 😉

O.D.:

Excellent webinar. Thank you
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